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Naxa Electronics NG-1002 Professional Gaming Headset

Specifications

BRAND: Naxa Electronics
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SERIES: NG-1002
COLOR: Black
FORM FACTOR: Over Ear
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Wired
FREQUENCY RANGE: 20 Hz to 20 kHz
SENSITIVITY: 42 dB (±3 dB)
IMPEDANCE: 21 ohms
ITEM WEIGHT: 6 ounces
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 65 x 7.75 x 4.25 inches
ITEM DIMENSIONS LXWXH:  8.65 x 7.75 x 4.25 inches

Introduction

Use the Sound-GLO Surround Sound Wired Stereo Professional Gaming Headset from Naxa to game all day. Gel-
infused cushions keep you comfy as you play by preventing irritating pressure points and overheating. An immersive
listening experience is provided by 50 mm drivers, while LED color-changing lights encourage you to play at your
peak. Play all day long by connecting the headset to a computer, laptop, PS4, Xbox One, and other devices.

HOW TO USE

Verify the physical audio output of the computer.
Examine the connectors for your gaming headset.
Connector into Port: Insert.
Set up the PC’s sound output.
Perform a mic check.

HOW TO MAKE HEADPHONES LOUDER

Check your Android’s volume settings.
Absolute Volume should be disabled in developer settings.
Make use of Volume Booster Apps.
Change the Equalizer’s settings.
Consider using better music and media apps.
Keep Your Headphones Clean.
Look for Ear Tips and Ear Cups That Fit Better.

HOW TO CONNECT TO COMPUTER

Connect the USB connector for the headset to the USB port. Your computer should detect and set up the headset for
use, and when it’s prepared, it might show a notice message in the lower-right corner. If the USB headset isn’t
functioning properly, try plugging it into a different port.

HOW TO CONNECT WIRED HEADPHONES TO BLUETOOTH

Your headphones should be plugged into the transmitter.
Check to see if the Bluetooth transmitter is on.
On the device you want to pair your headphones with, access the Bluetooth menu.
From the Bluetooth options, pick the Bluetooth transmitter.

FAQs

Can a gaming headset be used to answer calls?

As long as you have a means to connect to your Mac or PC, you can receive calls on your gaming headset while
using your computer. You must use an audio cord or a USB dongle to connect to your wired or wireless gaming
headset.

Why do individuals use headphones when they game?

Pro gamers primarily use headphones and earbuds to enhance team communication. The outer headphones allow



you to hear your teammates while isolating any distracting noises.

Why are wired headsets used by gamers?

But because there are fewer chances of signal loss or interference, gamers often favor wired headphones. Direct
audio transmission over the cable lowers latency as well.

Are specialized headphones suitable for gaming?

Due to their superior soundstage and wider frequency response, studio headphones are great for gaming. Compared
to most gaming headphones, they provide better comfort and better build quality.

What does Ohm on headphones mean?

The measurement unit for impedance, which is a feature of earphones and headphones that limits the flow of
electrical current through them, is the ohm. because it explains how voltage, current, and resistance are related.

Is voice audible through headset?

In order to let users, know how loud they will sound to others, some headsets purposefully send some of the user’s
audio back to the headset. There may be a delay depending on your Internet connection and the applications you are
using.

Can I use my mobile phone’s gaming headset?

Only cellphones that support their connection methods will function with gaming headsets.

What does a gaming headset’s mic monitoring entail?

A function called mic monitoring enables you to clearly hear yourself. Your mic input is sent to your headphones in
order to accomplish this. When discussing something significant, it helps to be aware of how people are receiving
your message.

Do gaming headphones work well for regular use?

The majority of gaming headsets contain a retractable or releasable microphone. You can use them as a typical daily
headset if you’d like.

Play game sounds using gaming headsets?

The gaming headset can help with that. These headsets provide a convenient, all-in-one answer to your gaming
audio demands by typically including a microphone, good sound quality, and long wires to work with virtually any
gaming setup.

Do wired headsets provide higher-quality sound?

In general, wired headphones typically offer higher sound quality than wireless ones. But with the most recent
developments in wireless technology, wireless headphones’ sound quality has significantly increased.

How can I improve the audio quality of my gaming headset?

Bring the microphone up near to your mouth. Work on your plosives, the P and B sounds that cause you to exhale.
On a windy day, consider moving your mic to the side of your mouth if it sounds like a phone call.

Can teams use gaming headsets?

Microsoft Teams will theoretically support any USB headset, but if you want features like call control or good audio
quality in a busy open workplace, you need invest in a licensed headset.

What makes 80 Ohm headphones different from 250 Ohm headphones?

The 250-ohm version is preferable for critical listening applications, while the 80-ohm version is excellent for
monitoring and entertaining listening use. The 80-ohm variant is frequently mentioned as having stronger bass… and
it is accurate.



Why do competitive players use two headsets?

These gamers use the second set of headphones for a variety of reasons. eSports athletes use two pairs of
headphones for team communication and in-game audio.
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